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Description

Technical field

[0001] This invention relates to a unit and a method for
filling containing elements of single-use capsules for ex-
traction or infusion beverages with a dose of product.

Background art

[0002] The prior art capsules, used in machines for
making extraction or infusion beverages, comprise in
their simplest form, the following:

- a rigid, cup-shaped outer container comprising a per-
foratable or perforated bottom and an upper aperture
provided with a rim (and usually, but not necessarily,
having the shape of a truncated cone);

- a dose of product for extract or infusion beverages
contained in the outer container;

- and a length of sheet obtained from a web for sealing
(hermetically) the aperture of the rigid container and
designed (usually but not necessarily) to be perfo-
rated by a nozzle which supplies liquid under pres-
sure. Usually, but not necessarily, the sealing sheet
is obtained from a web of flexible material.

[0003] In some cases, the capsules may comprise one
or more rigid or flexible filtering elements.
[0004] For example, a first filter (if present) may be
located on the bottom of the rigid container.
[0005] A second filter (if present) may be interposed
between the piece of sealing sheet and the product dose.
[0006] The dose of product may be in direct contact
with the rigid, cup-shaped outer container, or with a fil-
tering element.
[0007] The capsule made up in this way is received
and used in specific slots in machines for making bever-
ages.
[0008] In the technical sector in question, the need is
particularly felt for filling in a simple and effective way the
rigid, cup-shaped containers or the filtering elements
whilst at the same time maintaining a high productivity.
[0009] It should be noted that, in this regard, there are
prior art packaging machines having a filling unit which
allows the simultaneous filling of several parallel rows of
rigid, cup-shaped containers, which are advancing. In
this case, each row of rigid, cup-shaped containers is
associated with a dedicated filling device, generally
equipped with a screw feeder to allow the descent of the
product inside the container.
[0010] This type of unit is therefore obviously quite ex-
pensive and complex, since it comprises a plurality of
devices and drives (one for each screw device) which
are independent from each other and which must nec-
essarily be coordinated.
[0011] Moreover, the overall reliability of the machine
resulting from this configuration/arrangement of ele-

ments is necessarily limited because the rate of faults is
inevitably linked with the number of devices and drives
present.
[0012] Moreover, the screw feeder devices may have
drawbacks due to clogging, soiling and poor dosing ac-
curacy. More in detail, the end part of the screw feeder
is not normally able to retain the product, which therefore
falls and soils the machine. Document US5791127A dis-
closes s filling unit according to the preamble of claim 1.
A strongly felt need by operators in this sector is that of
having a unit and a method for filling containing elements
(rigid, cup-shaped containers) of single-use capsules for
extraction or infusion beverages which are particularly
simple, reliable and inexpensive and at the same time
maintain a high overall productivity.

Disclosure of the invention

[0013] The aim of this invention is therefore to satisfy
the above-mentioned need by providing a unit and a
method for filling containing elements (rigid, cup-shaped
containers) of single-use capsules for extraction or infu-
sion beverages which can be made relatively simply and
inexpensively and which is particularly reliable.
[0014] Another aim of the invention is to provide a ma-
chine for packaging single-use capsules for extraction or
infusion beverages which can guarantee a high produc-
tivity.

Brief description of the drawings

[0015] The technical features of the invention, with ref-
erence to the above aims, are clearly described in the
claims below and its advantages are apparent from the
detailed description which follows, with reference to the
accompanying drawings which illustrate a non-limiting
example embodiment of the invention and in which:

- Figure 1 is a schematic view of a machine for pack-
aging containing elements of single-use capsules for
extraction or infusion beverages comprising a filling
unit according to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention;

- Figure 2 is a schematic view of a single-use capsule
for beverages which can be made by the machine
of Figure 1;

- Figures 3 and 4 show corresponding plan views of
the unit for filling a single-use capsule of Figure 1;

- Figure 5 is a cross section view of a filling station of
a filling unit of Figures 3 and 4, with some parts cut
away to better illustrate others;

- Figures 6 and 7 are respective cross sections of com-
ponents of the filling station of Figure 5, with some
parts cut away to better illustrate others;

- Figure 8 is a plan view of a detail of the filling unit of
Figure 1;

- Figures 9 to 12 schematically illustrate some oper-
ating steps of a method according to the invention
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performed in the filling station of the filling unit ac-
cording to the invention.

- Figures 13 and 14 are plan views and partial cross
sections, respectively, of the filling unit according to
the invention in a further embodiment;

- Figures 15 and 16 are plan views and partial cross
sections, respectively, of the filling unit according to
the invention in a further embodiment;

- Figure 17 is a side view in partial cross section of
the filling unit of Figures 15 and 16;

- Figure 18 illustrates a variant embodiment of a detail
of the filling unit of the preceding figures.

Detailed description of preferred embodiments of the 
invention

[0016] With reference to the accompanying drawings,
the numeral 1 denotes a unit for filling containing ele-
ments of single-use capsules 3 for extraction or infusion
beverages, with a dose 33 of solid product in powder,
granules or leaves, such as coffee, tea, milk, chocolate,
or combinations of these.
[0017] The filling unit 1 is particularly suitable for filling
containing elements of single-use capsules 3 with prod-
ucts in powder, preferably coffee.
[0018] More specifically, as illustrated in Figure 2, the
single-use capsules 3 for extraction or infusion beverag-
es comprise, in a minimum, but non-limiting, embodi-
ment: a rigid, cup-shaped container 2 (usually to define
a frustoconical shape) comprising a base 30 and an up-
per opening 31 equipped with a collar 32; a dose 33 of
extraction or infusion product contained in the rigid con-
tainer 2 and a lid 34 for closing the upper opening 31 of
the rigid container 2.
[0019] It should also be noted that this type of capsule
3 may also comprise one or more filtering or product re-
taining elements (not illustrated here for simplicity rea-
sons).
[0020] In the capsule 3 illustrated in Figure 2, the rigid,
cup-shaped container 2 defines the containing element
to be filled with a dose 33 of product. Other types of cap-
sules may be filled with the filling unit according to the
invention, for example capsules wherein the dose 33 of
product is contained in, and retained by, a filtering ele-
ment connected to the rigid container, wherein the rigid
container can be closed at the bottom, or open.
[0021] In other words, in capsules not illustrated, a fil-
tering element may contain and retain the dose 33 of
product, forming the containing element in combination
with the rigid container with which it is coupled.
[0022] In the following description, reference will be
made to the rigid, cup-shaped container 2, but it is un-
derstood that the invention can be made with reference
to capsules wherein the containing element is formed by
a filtering element (or other components of the capsule
designed to contain a dose 33 of product) and by the
respective rigid container to which it is connected.
[0023] It should be noted that the filling unit 1 comprises

a line 4 for transport (that is to say, movement) of rigid,
cup-shaped containers 2 designed to contain a prede-
termined quantity of extraction or infusion product (dose
33) and a filling station SR.
[0024] The transport line 4 extends along a first move-
ment path P and is provided with a plurality of seats 5 for
supporting the rigid containers 2, arranged in succession
along the first path P.
[0025] Preferably, the first movement path P is a closed
path lying on a horizontal plane.
[0026] The supporting seats 5 are arranged one after
another, not necessarily continuously, along the first path
P.
[0027] In addition, the supporting seats 5 each have a
corresponding vertical axis of extension.
[0028] It should be noted that the transport line 4 com-
prises a transport element 39 to which the supporting
seats 5 are connected to be moved along the first path P.
[0029] It should be noted that the transport element 39
is closed in a loop around movement means 17 which
rotate about vertical axes for moving the transport ele-
ment 39.
[0030] Preferably, the transport element 39 is a chain
40 comprising a plurality of links, hinged to one another
in succession about corresponding vertical axes, to form
an endless loop.
[0031] It should be noted that at least one of the links
comprises at least one supporting seat 5 with a vertical
axis for corresponding rigid container 2 which can be
positioned with the opening 31 facing upwards.
[0032] It should be noted that the chain 40 may com-
prise both links having a corresponding supporting seat
5 and connecting links which are not provided with sup-
porting seats 5 and which are interposed between links
provided with supporting seats 5.
[0033] Therefore, preferably, a certain number of links
comprises each supporting seat 5.
[0034] Preferably, but not necessarily, the movement
means 17 rotate continuously about vertical axes to allow
the transport element 39 to move continuously.
[0035] Described below is the station SR for filling the
rigid, cup-shaped containers 2.
[0036] The station SR for filling the rigid, cup-shaped
containers2 comprises:

- at least a first containing seat S1 designed to receive
a dose 33 of product;

- a substation ST1 for forming the dose 33 inside the
first containing seat S1, provided with a device 6 for
releasing a predetermined quantity of product form-
ing the dose 33 inside the first containing seat S1;

- at least a second containing seat S2 designed to
receive the dose 33 of product from the first contain-
ing seat S1;

- a substation ST2 for transferring the dose 33 of prod-
uct from the first containing seat S1 to the second
containing seat S2;

- devices 7 for moving the first containing seat S1 be-
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tween the forming substation ST1 and the transfer
substation ST2 and vice versa;

- a substation ST3 for releasing the dose 33 of product
from the second containing seat S2 to a rigid, cup-
shaped container 2 transported by the transport line
4;

- further devices 8 for moving the second containing
seat S2 between the transfer substation ST2 and the
release substation ST3 and vice versa.

[0037] More specifically, in one aspect, the release de-
vice comprises at least one rotating unit, designed to ro-
tate about a respective axis of rotation to release the
product inside the at least one first containing seat. All
the above-mentioned components forming part of the fill-
ing station SR of the rigid, cup-shaped containers 2 are
described below in more detail, with particular reference
to the accompanying drawings.
[0038] It should be noted that the devices 7 for moving
the first containing seat S1 comprise a first element 9
rotating about a first axis X1 of rotation which is substan-
tially vertical, on which is connected the first containing
seat S1 to be rotated about the first vertical axis X1 of
rotation.
[0039] Preferably, the first rotating element 9 compris-
es a wheel 9a, connected to respective means for driving
the rotation.
[0040] More specifically, preferably, the filling station
SR comprises a plurality of first seats S1.
[0041] The first seats S1 are connected radially to the
first rotating element 9 (more precisely to the wheel 9a)
to be rotated with it.
[0042] Preferably, the first seats S1 are made directly
in the first rotating element 9, in particular they are made
directly in the wheel 9a.
[0043] It should be noted that the first seats S1 are
positioned along an arc of a circle, preferably along a
circumference having as the centre a point of the first
axis X1.
[0044] Still more preferably, the first seats S1 are an-
gularly equispaced from each other along a circumfer-
ence having as the centre a point of the first axis X1.
[0045] It should also be noted that each first seat S1
follows a second path P1 different from the first path P,
preferably circular having as the axis of rotation the first
axis X1 in such a way as to engage cyclically - during
rotation - the substations for forming (ST1) and transfer-
ring (ST2) the dose.
[0046] Alternatively, the first seats S1 are connected
to the first rotating element 9 by means of a rod (not
illustrated), which is movable radially relative to the first
rotating element 9.
[0047] Each first seat S1 is defined, preferably, by lat-
eral walls of a cavity 18 and by a bottom wall F. Preferably,
the cavity 18 is a cylindrical cavity. Furthermore, still more
preferably, the cavity 18 has a vertical axis of extension
(parallel to the first axis X1 of rotation).
[0048] Again, preferably, the filling station SR compris-

es, for each first seat S1:

- a piston 13, which is movable between a lower po-
sition where it defines the bottom wall F of the first
seat S1 and an upper position in which fully occupies
the space of the first seat S1, or in other words, closes
the top of the cavity 18;

- means 14 for moving the piston 13, configured for
moving the piston 13 between the above-mentioned
lower and upper positions.

[0049] Examples of movement means 14 are electric
motors, pneumatic devices, cam devices, and other prior
art devices.
[0050] It should be noted that the expression "the pis-
ton 13 fully occupies the space" means that the piston
13 is positioned in the seat so as not to allow the presence
of the dose 33 inside the first seat S1.
[0051] Preferably, the filling station SR comprises
movement means 14 which are independent for each
piston 13, so that each piston can be moved independ-
ently of the others.
[0052] Preferably, the cavities 18 are through cavities
and the pistons 13 are movable in a linear fashion inside
the cavities 18, for varying the space of the first seats S1
(lower position) and for expelling the doses 33 from the
first seats S1 (upper position).
[0053] The forming ST1 and transfer ST2 substations
are positioned along the periphery of the first rotating
element 9 in such a way as to be engaged cyclically by
the first seats S1 during rotation around the first axis X1.
[0054] More specifically, the forming ST1 and transfer
ST2 substations are arranged in a predetermined posi-
tion relative to a frame 29 of the filling station SR, along
the second movement path P1 of the first seat S1.
[0055] In this regard, it should be noted that in a com-
plete rotation of the first rotating element 9 each of the
first seats S1 is positioned in the forming substation ST1
and, subsequently, in the transfer substation ST2. Pref-
erably, the second movement path P1 is closed. Prefer-
ably, the second movement path P1 is a circular path
around the first axis X1.
[0056] Still more preferably, the second path P1 lies
on a horizontal plane. Described below is the substation
ST1 for forming the dose 33.
[0057] The substation ST1 for forming the dose 33 is
positioned in a region R1 for forming the dose 33.
[0058] With reference to the substation ST1 for forming
the dose 33, it should be noted that at that substation
there is the release device 6, designed for releasing a
predetermined quantity of product (defining the dose 33)
inside the containing seat S1 positioned in the region R1
for forming the dose 33. The releasing device 6 compris-
es a hopper 38 (filled, in use, with product) having at the
bottom an outfeed 19 for the product. The outfeed 19 is
located immediately above the containing seat S1 at the
region R1 for forming the dose 33. It should be noted that
the outfeed 19 is configured to create a layer of product
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at the region R1 for forming the dose 33 above the first
seats S1, so as to release the product inside the first
seat(s) S1 positioned, each time, in the forming region
R1.
[0059] More specifically, the outfeed 19 of the hopper
38 is shaped in such a way as to occupy a portion of the
second movement path P1 of the first seats S1.
[0060] More specifically, the outfeed 19 is in the form
of a arc, centred on the first axis X1.
[0061] Preferably, the outfeed 19 in the shape of an
arc has a plan width substantially equal to the diameter
of the containing seats S1, so as to avoid build-ups of
product inside the hopper 38.
[0062] It should also be noted that the outfeed 19 of
the hopper 38, in the preferred embodiment, releases
the product at a plurality of first seats S1 positioned tem-
porarily in the region R1, that is to say, opposite below
the outfeed 19. The piston 13 occupies the lower position
in at least one stretch of the region R1 for forming the
dose 33.
[0063] In other words, the first seats S1, passing below
the hopper 38, are filled with product, in a filling time
which depends on the speed of transit of the first seats
S1 in the forming region R1 and on the amplitude of the
portion of the second movement path P1 of the first seats
S1 occupied by the outfeed 19 of the hopper 38. With
reference to the movement of the piston 13 in the region
R1 for forming the dose, the following should be noted.
Preferably, the piston 13 associated with the first seat S1
is positioned in the upper position where it prevents the
filling of the first seat S1 (in this upper position the piston
13 closes the top of the seat 18 which defines the first
seat S1) until the first seat S1 has completely entered
inside the region R1 for forming the dose, at an infeed
zone of the region R1 for forming the dose.
[0064] Also, preferably, when the above-mentioned
first seat S1 is inside the region R1 for forming the dose,
in particular at the infeed zone, the piston 13 associated
with the first seat S1 is moved from the upper position to
a lower end position.
[0065] The first seat S1 is therefore filled not only by
gravity acting on the product which causes the product
to enter the seat S1 but also due to the suction effect on
the product caused by the movement (displacement) of
the piston 13 from the upper position to the lower end
position.
[0066] In this way, advantageously, thanks to the ad-
ditional suction effect, the resulting speed of the machine
100 at the filling station SC, in particular at the substation
ST1 for forming the dose, is particularly high.
[0067] It should be noted that in this lower end position,
the first seat S1 defines a first space.
[0068] Preferably, during the movement of the first seat
S1 inside the forming region R1, in particular at a zone
positioned between the infeed zone in the region R1 for
forming the dose and an outfeed zone of the region R1
for forming the dose, the piston 13 associated with the
seat S1 may advantageously be moved from the lower

end position to a dosing position, located between the
lower end position and the upper position.
[0069] It should be noted that the piston 13, in the
above-mentioned dosing position, forms with the side
walls of the first seat S1 a predetermined space for con-
taining a desired quantity of product (this space is less
than the first space which is defined at the lower end
position).
[0070] The fact of having firstly the piston in the lower
end position, in which it defines a first containment space,
and then the piston 13 in the dosing position means that
the powder deposited inside the first seat S1 undergoes
a first compression in the region R1 for forming the dose.
The first compression contributes to rendering uniform
the placing the powder inside the seat and increasing the
apparent density of the powder. According to one em-
bodiment illustrated in the accompanying drawings, the
release device 6 comprises at least a first rotating ele-
ment 40a, designed to rotate about its axis of rotation
X4. The axis of rotation X4 of the first rotating element
40a is stationary relative to the hopper 38, or equally, to
the frame 29. The first rotating element 40a is configured
to create a flow of product flowing out from the outfeed
19 of the hopper 38 which intercepts the at least one first
seat S1 and to release the product inside the at least one
first containing seat S1 in transit through the region R1
for forming the dose.
[0071] Advantageously, the flow of product intercepts
the at least one first seat S1 at the infeed zone of the
region R1 for forming the dose.
[0072] It should be noted that, preferably, the first ro-
tating element 40a is operating in the region R1 for form-
ing the dose on a plurality of seats S1 simultaneously (on
the seats S1 temporarily in transit through the forming
region R1).
[0073] It should be noted that the first rotating element
40a is operating in the region R1 for forming the dose
33, to release the product inside the first containing seat
S1 in transit through the region R1.
[0074] It should be noted that the release device 6 also
comprises drive means (such as, for example, a first drive
unit 43a), operatively coupled to the first rotating element
40a to rotate the rotating element 40a.
[0075] The first rotating element 40a preferably com-
prises an element 41a which defines a surface with a
helical extension.
[0076] The helical surface extends - in a spiral shape-
along the axis of rotation X4 of the first rotating element
40a.
[0077] The first rotating element 40a also comprises a
respective first shaft 42a, to which the element 41a is
connected, defining a surface with a helical extension for
being rotated.
[0078] The first shaft 42a is supported rotatably relative
to the frame of the filling unit 1.
[0079] The first shaft 42a extends along the axis of
rotation X4 of the first rotating element 40a.
[0080] It should also be noted that the first rotating el-
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ement 40a described above defines a screw feeder,
which by rotation about the axis of rotation X4 allows a
feeding of the product along the direction defined by the
axis of rotation X4.
[0081] With reference to the axis of rotation X4 of the
first rotating element 40a, the following should be noted.
[0082] According to a first embodiment, illustrated in
the Figures 13 and 14, the axis of rotation X4 of the first
rotating element 40a is horizontal.
[0083] It should be noted that according to a second
embodiment, not illustrated in the accompanying draw-
ings, the axis of rotation X4 of the first rotating element
40a is vertical.
[0084] According to a further embodiment illustrated in
Figure 18, the axis of rotation X4 of the first rotating ele-
ment 40a is inclined relative to a horizontal plane. It
should be noted that, in this alternative embodiment, the
product is fed by the first rotating element 40a angularly,
according to the direction of extension of the axis of ro-
tation X4 so that the motion of the product has, as well
as a horizontal component, a vertical component which
favours the insertion of the product inside the first seat
S1 in transit through the region R1 for forming the dose
(slightly compressing the product inside the first seat S1).
[0085] Advantageously, therefore, the fact that the axis
X4 of the first rotating element 40a is angularly positioned
makes it possible to optimize the filling the first seat S1.
[0086] With specific reference to the embodiment illus-
trated in Figures 13 and 14, it should be noted that the
helical element 41a of the first rotating element 40a com-
prises a first end, positioned at the infeed zone of the
region R1 for forming the dose, and a second end oppo-
site to the first end. The helical element 41a of the first
rotating element 40a is rotated in such a way that the
product is pushed, along the direction of extension of the
axis of rotation X4, in the direction from the second end
towards the first end. Basically, the rotation of the helical
element 41a of the first rotating element 40a creates a
flow of product inside the hopper 38, which intercepts the
first seat S1 to be filled, so that the first seat S1 is filled
at the first end of the helical element 41a.
[0087] In other words, the first end of the helical ele-
ment 41a is positioned at the infeed zone of the region
R1 for forming the dose.
[0088] More specifically, the first rotating element 40a
pushes the product from a zone inside the region R1 for
forming the dose towards the infeed area of the region
R1 for forming the dose.
[0089] It should be noted that the first rotating element
40a defines a unit for feeding the product inside the first
seat S1.
[0090] Figures 15 to 17 illustrate a variant embodiment
in which the release device 6 comprises, in addition to
the first rotating element 40a, a second rotating element
40b, designed to rotate about a relative further axis of
rotation X5.
[0091] It should be noted that the release device 6 also
comprises drive means (such as, for example, a second

drive unit 43b), operatively coupled to the second rotating
element 40b to rotate the second rotating element 40b.
[0092] The further axis of rotation X5 of the second
rotating element 40b is stationary relative to the hopper
38, or, equally, to the frame 29. The second rotating el-
ement 40b is designed to create a recycle flow of product.
[0093] It should be noted that each of the two rotating
elements (40a, 40b) is equipped with a respective helical
element (41a, 41b) and a respective shaft (42a, 42b), to
which a respective helical is connected for being rotated.
[0094] The second shaft 42b is supported rotatably rel-
ative to the frame of the filling unit 1.
[0095] The second shaft 42b extends along the further
axis of rotation X5 of the second rotating element 40b.
[0096] It should also be noted that the second rotating
element 40b described above defines a screw feeder,
which by rotation about the further axis of rotation X5
allows a feeding of the product along the direction of axial
extension defined by the further axis of rotation X5. It
should be noted that the shafts (42a, 42b) of the first and
the second rotating element (40a, 40b) are offset from
each other.
[0097] More specifically, preferably, the shafts (42a,
42b) of the first and the second rotating element (40a,
40b) are positioned at different heights to each other.
[0098] Preferably, the shaft 42a of the first rotating el-
ement 40a is positioned below the second shaft 42b of
the second rotating element 40b (as is shown in Figure
17).
[0099] The shafts (42a, 42b) of the first and the second
rotating element (40a, 40b) are superposed on each oth-
er at a superposing zone.
[0100] With regard to the second rotating element 40b,
attention is drawn to the following. The helical element
41b of the second rotating element 40b extends between
a first end, positioned at an outfeed zone of the region
R1 for forming the dose, and a second end opposite the
first.
[0101] The second end of the helical element 41b is
positioned, starting from the outfeed zone of the transfer
region R1, upstream of the superposing zone of the two
shafts (42a, 42b): this means that the respective helical
elements (41a, 41b) of the first rotating element 40a and
the second rotating element 40b can freely rotate, without
interfering with each other.
[0102] According to alternative embodiments, the shaft
42b of the second rotating element 40b is positioned hor-
izontally, or at an angle to a horizontal plane.
[0103] In the embodiment illustrated in Figures 15 to
17, both the first shaft 42a of the first rotating element
40a, and the second shaft 42b of the second rotating
element 40b are positioned horizontally.
[0104] In an alternative embodiment not illustrated, the
second shaft 42b of the second rotating element 40b is
positioned at an angle to a horizontal plane and the first
shaft 42a of the first rotating element 40a is horizontal.
[0105] In a further alternative embodiment not illustrat-
ed, the second shaft 42b of the second rotating element
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40b is horizontal and the first shaft 42a of the first rotating
element 40a is positioned at an angle to a horizontal
plane.
[0106] Alternatively, in yet another embodiment not il-
lustrated, both the second shaft 42b of the second rotat-
ing element 40b and the first shaft 42a of the first rotating
element 40a are positioned at an angle relative to a hor-
izontal plane, advantageously mutually parallel.
[0107] It should be noted that the second rotating ele-
ment 40b is rotated in such a way that the product is
pushed along the direction of extension of the further axis
of rotation X5 in the direction from the first end towards
the second end.
[0108] In the embodiment illustrated in Figures 15-17,
the second rotating element 40b pulls the product from
the outfeed zone of the region R1 for forming the dose
towards a zone inside the region R1 for forming the dose.
In other words, the second rotating element 40b recircu-
lates the product which accumulates by the effect of a
levelling element 22 (illustrated in more detail below),
from the outfeed zone of the region R1 for forming the
dose to the first rotating element 40a.
[0109] In other words, the first rotating element 40a
performs dosing functions, whilst the second rotating el-
ement 40b performs recycling functions.
[0110] With specific reference to the functionality of the
second rotating element 40b, it should be noted that the
second rotating element 40b pulls the product along the
direction of extension of the further axis of rotation X5
from the outfeed zone of the region R1 for forming the
dose towards a zone inside the region R1 for forming the
dose, where the first rotating element 40a is positioned;
preferably, the second rotating element 40b, pulls the
product located above a predetermined height from the
top edge defined by the first seat(s) S1.
[0111] According to yet another aspect, it should be
noted that the control unit 15 of the machine 100 is de-
signed to rotate the at least one first rotating element 40a
of the release device 6 with a speed depending on the
speed of movement of the first seat S1 by the first rotating
unit 9 about the first of rotation axis X1.
[0112] Further, according to another aspect of the in-
vention, the control unit 15 of the machine 100 is de-
signed to rotate the at least one first rotating element 40a
of the release device 6 with variable speed as a function
of the quantity of product to be inserted inside each first
seat S1. More in detail, it is possible to increase the quan-
tity of product inserted inside each seat by increasing the
speed of rotation of the first rotating element 40a, in such
a way as to increase the apparent density of the product,
and vice versa. In other words, it is possible to vary the
quantity of product contained in the first seat S1, and
hence in the capsules 3, by adjusting the speed of rotation
of the at least one first rotating element 40a. Again with
reference to the release device 6 as shown in Figures 13
to 17, it should be noted that the rotating element (40a,
40b) is associated with (located inside) the hopper 38,
which also forms part of the release device 6.

[0113] It should be noted that the hopper 38 is defined
by corresponding side walls, which are vertical and/or
inclined. More specifically, in the embodiment shown in
Figures 15, 16 and 17, the filling unit 1 comprises a hop-
per 38 to which the first rotating element 40a and the
second rotating element 40b are associated (positioned
inside).
[0114] However, with reference to the embodiment
shown in Figures 13 and 14, the filling unit 1 comprises
a hopper 38 to which the first rotating element 40a is
associated (positioned inside).
[0115] It should be noted that, advantageously, the
presence of one or more rotating elements (40a, 40b)
prevents the product, in particular with powder type prod-
ucts (such as, for example, coffee), from creating block-
ages, that is, build-ups, inside the hopper which render
incomplete the filling of the first seats S1 in transit through
the region R1 for forming the dose.
[0116] Indeed, it should be noted that the one or more
rotating elements (40a, 40b) are rotated so as to move
the product and prevent the formation of any blockage
inside the hopper 38 for feeding the product.
[0117] In this way, advantageously, the speed at which
the unit 1 may be used is particularly high and, conse-
quently, the unit 1 is particularly fast and reliable in its
operation.
[0118] According to another aspect, it should be noted
that the release device 6 is also equipped with a levelling
device 22, located in such a way as to prevent the product
being dispersed out of the region R1 for forming the dose
33, except for the product contained in the first seats S1,
that is, the individual doses 33.
[0119] Basically, the levelling element 22 and the pis-
ton 13 define the dose 33 contained in the first seats S1.
[0120] According to the invention, by varying the posi-
tion of the piston 13 by means of the movement means
14 in the region R1 for forming the dose 33 it is possible
to vary the quantity of product contained in the first seats
S1, or in other words, it is possible to vary the dose 33.
Basically, the movement means 14 are designed to po-
sition the piston 13 in a dosing position, located between
the lower position and the upper position, at the outfeed
zone of the region R1 for forming the dose 33, to define
the dose 33 in conjunction with the levelling element 22
[0121] Preferably, in the embodiment illustrated, the
filling station SR comprises a substation ST4 for com-
pacting the dose 33.
[0122] The substation ST4 for compacting the dose 33
is positioned in a compacting region R4, along the second
movement path P1 of the first seat S1 between the form-
ing substation ST1 and the transfer substation ST2. The
substation ST4 is optional and can be omitted.
[0123] More specifically, the compacting substation
ST4 is equipped with compacting means 11 designed to
compress the product, in phase with the piston 13, inside
the first seat S1.
[0124] The compacting means 11 are described below
in more detail.
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[0125] In the example described, the compacting
means 11 comprise a compacting element 28.
[0126] The compacting element 28 in the preferred em-
bodiment illustrated comprises a compacting disk 23.
[0127] It should be noted that the compacting element
28 is connected to the (carried by the) frame 29 of the
filling station SR.
[0128] The compacting element 28 is positioned on top
of the first seats S1 at the compacting region R4.
[0129] It should be noted that the compacting element
28 comprises an upper face and a lower face. Preferably,
the lower face is a planar face.
[0130] It should be noted that the lower face of the com-
pacting element 28 defines, at the compacting region R4,
an upper contact element of the dose 33 positioned inside
the first seat S1, so as to compact the product, when the
piston 13 is lifted into a compacting position, which is
intermediate between the lower position and the upper
position.
[0131] In other words, the means 14 for moving the
piston 13 are designed to move the piston 13 from the
lower position to the compacting position, that is to say,
to bring the piston 13 towards the compacting element
28, in the compacting region R4, in such a way as to
compact the dose 33.
[0132] It should also be noted that, according to an
embodiment, the compacting element 28 is stationary
relative to the frame 29.
[0133] Alternatively, according to another embodi-
ment, the compacting element 28 is rotatably carried
(supported) by the frame 29 of the filling station SR, so
as to rotate about a third axis X3 of rotation.
[0134] It should be noted that, according to an embod-
iment, the compacting element 28 is freely rotatable
about the third axis X3.
[0135] On the contrary, according to yet another em-
bodiment not illustrated, the filling station SR comprises
a drive system operatively connected to the compacting
element 28 for driving the compacting element 28 in ro-
tation about the third axis X3. It should be noted that, in
this embodiment, the drive unit is driven in synchrony
with the first rotating element 9.
[0136] Advantageously, the fact that it comprises a unit
for driving the compacting element 28 means that it is
possible - with suitable relative speeds of rotation of the
compacting element 28 and of the first rotating element
9 - to minimise the speed of contact between the dose
33 inside the first seat S1 and the compacting element
28 in the compacting region R4.
[0137] The filling station SR is described below with
particular reference to the second seat S2, the transfer
substation ST2 and the release substation ST3.
[0138] It should be noted that the filling station SR com-
prises, preferably, a second rotating element 10 to which
the second seat S2 is associated (connected).
[0139] It should be noted that, more generally, the sec-
ond rotating element 10 forms the above-mentioned fur-
ther devices 8 for moving the second seat S2 between

the transfer substation ST2 and the release substation
ST3 and vice versa.
[0140] The second rotating element 10 is configured
to rotate about a second axis X2. Preferably, the second
axis is parallel to the first axis X1. More preferably, the
second axis X2 is vertical.
[0141] Preferably, the filling station SR comprises a
plurality of second seats S2. It should be noted that the
second seat(s) S2 are connected to the second rotating
element 10 so as to be rotated by it.
[0142] It should be noted that the second rotating ele-
ment 10 comprises, preferably, a second wheel 10a, con-
figured to rotate about the second axis X2, to which the
second seats S2 are connected.
[0143] It should be noted that, by way of a non-limiting
example, the second seats S2 in the embodiment illus-
trated are moved along a third path P2, substantially cir-
cular, different from the second path P1. More generally,
the third path P2 is closed. Preferably, the third path P2
lies on a plane (horizontal).
[0144] The third path P2 is partly superposed and, at
the release region R3, parallel to the first path P.
[0145] More specifically, it should be noted that each
second seat S2 is moved in a complete a rotation about
the second axis X2, or more generally, around the third
path P2, to the transfer station ST2 (in a transfer region
R2) and to the release station ST3 (in a release region
R3).
[0146] At the transfer region R2 the second seat S2 is
positioned above, advantageously immediately above,
the first seat S1.
[0147] More in detail, when the second seat S2 is po-
sitioned above the first seat S1 at the transfer region R2,
the piston 13 is driven upwards for pushing the dose 33
of product from the first seat S1 to the second seat S2.
[0148] With reference to the second seat S2, it should
be noted that preferably this seat is a through seat.
[0149] More specifically, the second seat S2 is prefer-
ably defined by a through cavity (preferably in the form
of a hole). Preferably, the cavity is cylindrical. It should
be noted that side walls of the second seat S2 are defined
by side walls of the through cavity.
[0150] Preferably, the second seat S2 is connected to
the second rotating element 10 by means of a rod 27.
[0151] According to an embodiment not illustrated, the
second seat S2 is fixed to the second rotating element
10, that is, to the second wheel 10a. For this reason,
according to this embodiment, the radial position of the
second seat S2 is constant relative to the second axis
X2. In this embodiment, the third path P2 is circular.
[0152] Preferably, in accordance with this embodi-
ment, the plan extension of the second seat S2 is greater
than the plan extension of the first seat S1 (in such a way
that whilst the dose 33 of product fully occupies the space
of the first seat S1, the dose 33 of product after the trans-
fer does not fully occupy the space of the second seat S2).
[0153] It should be noted that the fact that the plan
extension of the second seat S2 is greater than plan ex-
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tension of the first seat S1 allows, in use, the transfer of
the dose 33 from the first seat S1 to the second seat S2
in a transfer region R2 which is sufficiently large. This is
particularly important for speeds of rotation of the first
rotating element 9 and of the second rotating element 10
which are particularly high: in effect, the above-men-
tioned aspect ensures that the superposing of the second
seat S2 on the first seat S1 and, therefore, the transfer
of the dose 33 the first seat S1 to the second seat S2
can occur in predetermined angles of rotation of the first
and the second rotating elements.
[0154] According to the embodiment illustrated, each
second seat S2 is movable relative to the second rotating
element 10, that is, relative to the second wheel 10a.
[0155] More specifically, preferably each second seat
S2 is movable on a plane at right angles to the second
axis X2.
[0156] Still more preferably, each second seat S2 is
movable at least radially relative to the second axis X2.
Therefore, in the embodiment illustrated, the third path
P2, at the transfer region R2, is parallel to the second
path P1.
[0157] It should be noted that the fact that the second
seat S2 is movable on a plane at right angles to the sec-
ond axis X2 makes it possible to extend the extension of
the transfer region R2: in other words, it is possible to
extend the zone where the second seat S2 superposes
the first seat S1.
[0158] It should be noted that the transfer of the dose
33 from the first seat S1 to the second seat S2 is not
instantaneous but is performed within an angle of rotation
of the first rotating element 9 and of the second rotating
element 10.
[0159] In this regard, it should be noted that the fact
that the second seat S2 is movable radially relative to
the second rotating element 10 allows a tracking of the
first seat S1 during rotation of one or both the rotating
elements (9, 10), so that it is possible to keep the second
seat S2 superposed on the first seat S1 through an angle
of rotation of the first rotating element 9 and the second
rotating element 10 which is sufficiently large to allow the
dose 33 to be transferred from the first seat S1 to the
second seat S2.
[0160] In the embodiment illustrated, the plan exten-
sion of the second seat S2 may be reduced with respect
to the embodiment (not illustrated) wherein the second
seat S2 is fixed to the second rotating element 10, that
is, to the second wheel 10a.
[0161] During transfer of the dose 33 from the first seat
S1 to the second seat S2 the piston 13 supports the dose
33.
[0162] In another alternative embodiment not illustrat-
ed, each second seat S2 is movable relative to the sec-
ond rotating element 10 that is, relative to the second
wheel 10a both radially and in rotation about axes which
are parallel to the second axis X2, that is, about vertical
axes.
[0163] Advantageously, cam means may move the

second seats S2 radially and in rotation relative to the
second rotating element 10 that is, relative to the second
wheel 10a.
[0164] In this further alternative embodiment not illus-
trated, each second seat S2 has two degrees of freedom
on horizontal planes which allow the second seats S2 to
perfectly follow the first seats S1 in the transfer region R2.
[0165] In other words, each second seat S2 is exactly
superposed on a corresponding first seat S1 in the trans-
fer region R2. In this further alternative embodiment not
illustrated, the first seats S1 and the second seats S2
can have a plan extension which is equal.
[0166] With reference to the position of the second ro-
tating element 10 and of the transport element 39, it
should be noted that, according to the example illustrat-
ed, the second rotating element 10 and the transport el-
ement 39 are positioned in such a way that a portion of
the first path P of the supporting seats 5 is - according
to a plan view - superposed on a portion of the third path
P2 of the second seats S2. Preferably, the superposed
portions of the path between supporting seats 5 and sec-
ond seats S2 are curvilinear portions of the path (prefer-
ably arcs).
[0167] It should be noted that, according to this aspect,
the release of the dose 33 from the second seat S2 to
the rigid, cup-shaped container 2 occurs at the super-
posed portions of path.
[0168] For this reason, the release substation ST3 is
positioned at the portions of the path superposed.
[0169] It should be noted that, according to an embod-
iment not illustrated, the transfer of the dose 33 from the
second seat S2 to the rigid, cup-shaped container 2 might
also occur at a rectilinear portion of the first movement
path P of the supporting seats 5, that is to say, a rectilinear
portion of the movement line 4 of the rigid, cup-shaped
container 2.
[0170] Preferably, according to this embodiment, the
second seats S2 are movable at least radially relative to
the second wheel 10a, in such a way as to maintain the
superposing of the second seat S2 with the rigid, cup-
shaped container 2 at a rectilinear stretch of the line 4
which is sufficiently large.
[0171] In other words, according to this embodiment,
the movement (at least radial) of the second seat S2 rel-
ative to the second wheel 10a / second rotating element
10 ensures that the second seat S2, during rotation of
the second rotating element 10, remains superposed on
the rigid, cup-shaped container 2 being fed in the trans-
port line 4 for a rectilinear stretch sufficiently long to allow
the dose 33 to be released from the second seat S2 to
the underlying rigid, cup-shaped container 2.
[0172] It should be noted that the filling station SR also
comprises an upper contact element 25, present in the
transfer region R2, which defines an upper stop for the
dose 33 (as described in more detail below). Preferably,
the upper contact element 25 is a substantially planar
plate.
[0173] It should be noted that the upper contact ele-
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ment 25 is fixed to the frame 29 of the filling station SR,
that is, it is not rotated as one with the second rotating
element 10.
[0174] More specifically, the upper contact element 25
is positioned in the transfer region R2 above the second
seat S2.
[0175] The functionality of the upper contact element
25 is described below.
[0176] The filling station SR also comprises a support-
ing element 24 positioned along the third path P2 be-
tween the transfer substation ST2 and the release sub-
station ST3.
[0177] It should be noted that the supporting element
24 forms a base for each second seat S2, at the portion
of the third path P2 where the supporting element 24 is
positioned: this will become clearer below, where the op-
eration of the filling unit according to this invention and
the method according to this invention are described.
[0178] The filling station SR may comprise, advanta-
geously, according to the embodiment illustrated, one or
more pushing elements 26. The pushing elements 26 are
optionals and can be omitted. Note: it is basically a ro-
tating ejection device.
[0179] The pushing element(s) 26 is/are movable, the
operate(s) on the second seat S2 at the release substa-
tion ST3.
[0180] In the embodiment illustrated, the filling station
SR comprises a pushing element 26 associated with
each second seat S2.
[0181] For this reason, according to the embodiment
illustrated, the filling station SR comprises a plurality of
pushing elements 26, one for each second seat S2.
[0182] It should be noted that the pushing elements 26
are integral with the second rotating element 10, in such
a way as to be rotated with it.
[0183] In addition, the pushing element 26 is movable
between a raised position, in which it is positioned above
and outside the second seat S2, and a lowered position,
where it protrudes below the second seat S2. Advanta-
geously, the pushing element 26 may be sized in such a
way as to bring about a cleaning of the second seat S2
during the passage from the raised position to the low-
ered position. The filling station SR comprises drive
means, for example cam drive means, for moving the
pushing element 26 between the raised position and the
lowered position. Advantageously, the pushing element
26, passing from the raised position to the lowered posi-
tion, comes into contact with the side of the side walls of
the second seat S2, thereby cleaning the side walls.
[0184] It should be noted that the pushing element 26
is moved from the raised position to the lowered position
at the release substation ST3 (after, or during, the release
of the product), in the manner described in more detail
below.
[0185] It should also be noted that, according to an
embodiment, the pushing element 26 pushes, from the
top downwards, and towards the outside, the dose 33
positioned inside the second seat S2, with the aim of

favouring the transfer of the dose 33 from the second
seat S2 to the rigid, cup-shaped container 2.
[0186] The release substation ST3 equipped with
pushing elements 26 is extremely clean, more so than a
station with screw feeders.
[0187] It should be noted that, according to an embod-
iment not illustrated, there is a single pushing element
26 positioned at the release region R3.
[0188] This single pushing element 26 is movable in
order to make contact - at the end or during the step of
releasing the dose 33 from the second seat S2 to the
rigid container 2 - with the side walls of the second seat
S2 so as to carry out a cleaning.
[0189] With reference to the filling unit 1 in its entirety,
it should be noted that the unit 1 also comprises a unit
(formed by one or more electronic cards) for drive and
control of the devices (7, 8) for moving, respectively, the
first seat S1 and the second seat S2.
[0190] The drive and control unit is also configured to
control the advance of the transport element 39 and the
movable elements of the filling station SR (for example,
the pistons 13, the pushing elements 26).
[0191] It should be noted that the drive and control unit
coordinates and controls the step of moving all the above-
mentioned elements connected to it, so as to allow the
operations described below to be performed.
[0192] The filling unit 1 according to the invention may
advantageously form part of a packaging machine 100
(illustrated in Figure 1) designed for packaging single-
use capsules for extraction or infusion beverages, for ex-
ample of the type described above. The packaging ma-
chine 100 further comprises a plurality of stations, posi-
tioned along the first path P performed by the transport
element 39, configured to operate in a synchronised fash-
ion (preferably continuously) with the transport element
39 and with the filling station SR, comprising at least:

- a station SA for feeding rigid containers 2 into cor-
responding seats 5 of the transport element 39;

- a station SC for closing the rigid containers, in par-
ticular the upper opening 31 of the rigid container 2,
with a lid 34;

- an outfeed station which picks up the capsules 3
from the respective seats 5 of the transport element
39.

[0193] In addition to the stations listed above (SA, SR,
SC, SU), the packaging machine 100 may comprise fur-
ther stations, such as, for example, one or more weighing
stations, one or more cleaning stations, one or more con-
trol stations and, depending on the type of capsule to be
packaged, one or more stations for applying filtering el-
ements.
[0194] The operation of the filling unit 1 is briefly de-
scribed below, in particular the filling station SR, with the
aim of clarifying the scope of the invention: in particular,
the filling of a rigid, cup-shaped container 2 is described
with reference to the embodiment illustrated in the ac-
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companying drawings.
[0195] During movement (rotation) of the first rotating
element 9, a first seat S1 designed to be filled with a dose
33 of product is positioned in the region R1 for forming
the dose 33, that is to say, in the proximity of the station
ST1 for forming the dose 33.
[0196] It should be noted that the hopper 38 feeds prod-
uct in the region R1 for forming the dose 33, which falls
in, and fills, the first seat S1.
[0197] The movement of the first rotating element 9 is,
preferably, a continuous type movement. Alternatively,
the movement of the first rotating element 9 is of a step
type.
[0198] More specifically, the first seat S1 is completely
filled at the outfeed of the region R1 for forming the dose
33.
[0199] It should be noted that at the outfeed of the re-
gion R1 for forming the dose 33, the levelling device 22
allows excess product (for example, powder or leaves)
to be removed, in such a way that the first seat S1 is
completely filled, or in other words, that the dose 33 com-
prises a surface formed by the levelling device 22.
[0200] Advantageously, the filling unit 1 can operate a
step for compacting the dose 33. The compacting step
is optional and can be omitted.
[0201] In the compacting step, if present, when the first
seat S1 is positioned - by the rotation of the first rotating
element 9 - at the compacting substation ST4, the dose
33 of product inside the first seat S1 is subjected to com-
pacting.
[0202] More in detail, the dose 33 of product inside the
first seat S1 is pushed by the piston 13 upwards when
the piston 13 is raised from the lower position to the com-
pacting position, so that an upper part of the dose 33
makes contact with a lower face of the compacting disk
23, and the dose 33 is compacted inside the first seat
S1. It is clear that the more the piston 13 is raised, that
is to say, moved close to the compacting disk 23, the
more the dose 33 is compacted.
[0203] Following a further rotation of the first rotating
element 9, the first seat S1 is positioned at the transfer
region R2, in which the transfer substation ST2 is present.
[0204] It should be noted that, due to the rotation of
the second rotating element 10, a second seat S2 is po-
sitioned at the transfer region R2, for receiving the dose
33 from the first seat S1.
[0205] In this regard, Figures 9 to 12 illustrate - in a
side view - a sequence of operations which are performed
at the transfer region R2.
[0206] It should be noted that, preferably, the first ro-
tating element 9 and the second rotating element 10 are
moved during transfer of the dose 33 of product from the
first seat S1 to the second seat S2.
[0207] In this regard, during the operating cycle the
first rotating element 9 and the second rotating element
10 are, preferably, driven continuously.
[0208] It should be noted that, at the transfer re-
gion/substation (R2/ST2) the piston 13 is moved from

the lowered position, wherein it defines the bottom F the
first seat S1, to the raised position, so as to transfer the
dose 33 from the first seat S1 to the second seat S2.
[0209] In order to perform the transfer, for a period of
time depending on the speed of rotation of the respective
first and second rotating elements (9, 10), the second
seat S2 and the first seat S1 are superposed (at different
heights) at the transfer region R2.
[0210] In the drawings from 9 to 11, the second seat
S2 is positioned above the first seat S1.
[0211] It should be noted that, during transfer from the
first seat S1 to the second seat S2 that is, at the transfer
region R2, according to a plan view, the area occupied
in plan by the first seat S1 is positioned inside the area
occupied in plan by the second seat S2 (however, the
first seat S1 and second seat S2 are positioned at differ-
ent heights: the second seat S2 is positioned higher than
the first seat S1 as shown in the accompanying Figures
9 to 11).
[0212] The step of transferring the dose 33 of product
from the first seat S1 to the second seat S2 comprises a
step for pushing the dose 33, using the piston 13, from
the first seat S1 to the second seat S2 (Figure 10).
[0213] It should be noted that the upper contact ele-
ment 25, present at the transfer region R2, defines an
upper stop for the dose 33 of product, in such a way as
to substantially prevent the escape of the dose 33 of prod-
uct from the second seat S2 following the pushing action
of the piston 13 (as illustrated in Figure 11).
[0214] The upper contact element 25 is fixed to the
frame 29 of the machine, that is, it is not rotated as one
with the second rotating element 10.
[0215] The piston 13 in the position of escape from the
first seat S1 defines, temporarily, the bottom of the sec-
ond seat S2 that is, it allows the product to be supported
inside the second seat S2.
[0216] The further rotation of the second rotating ele-
ment 10 ensures that the second seat S2 makes contact
with the bottom of the supporting element 24.
[0217] The supporting element 24 therefore replaces
the piston 13 in defining the bottom of the second seat S2.
[0218] At this point, the piston 13 lowers so as to enter
the first seat S1.
[0219] The first seat S1, following the further rotation
of the first rotating element 9, is positioned again at the
forming station ST1 of the dose 33, where the piston 13
again adopts the lower position in which it defines the
bottom of the first seat S1.
[0220] The supporting element 24 is fixed to the frame
29 of the machine, that is, it is not rotated as one with
the second rotating element 10.
[0221] For this reason, the dose 33, positioned inside
the second seat S2, is supported below by the supporting
element 24 for a predetermined angular stroke of the
second rotating element 10 and moved from the second
seat S2 along the third path P2.
[0222] In other words, the dose 33 of product inside
the second seat S2 slides on, and is supported by, the
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supporting element 24 for a predetermined angular
stroke of the second rotating element 10.
[0223] It should be noted that where the supporting
element 24 ends there is the release substation ST3.
[0224] At the release substation ST3, the dose 33 is
released from the second seat S2 to a rigid, cup-shaped
container 2 positioned, at the release substation ST3,
below the second seat S2.
[0225] The release substation ST3 extends along a
predetermined portion of the third movement path P2 of
the second seats S2.
[0226] It should be noted that the releasing step is per-
formed preferably whilst the second element 10 is in ro-
tation and the transport line 4 is actuated, that is to say,
whilst both the second seat S2 and the rigid, cup-shaped
container 2 are moved.
[0227] The release step is described below.
[0228] It should be noted that, during the release, the
second seat S2 is superposed on the cup-shaped con-
tainer 2, so that it is possible to transfer - by falling, or
pushing, from the top downwards - the dose 33 from the
second seat S2 to the cup-shaped container 2.
[0229] According to a preferred embodiment, the re-
lease of the dose 33 from the second seat S2 to the cup-
shaped container 2 is achieved simply by dropping the
dose 33 by gravity once the second seat S2 is super-
posed on the cup-shaped container 2, and the supporting
element 24 has ended and no longer supports the dose
33.
[0230] Moreover, during this releasing step or imme-
diately after, the pushing element 26 penetrates - from
the top downwards - into the second seat S2, in such a
way as to scrape the side walls of the second seat S2 in
order to exert a cleaning action.
[0231] If the simple force of gravity is insufficient to
allow the transfer of the dose 33, the pushing element
26 may exert a pushing action - from the top downwards
- on the dose 33 of product inside the second seat S2,
in such a way as to favour the escape of the dose 33
from the second seat S2 and allow the falling, that is, the
release, inside the rigid, cup-shaped container 2.
[0232] It should be noted that, according to this aspect,
the pushing element 26 penetrates - from the top - inside
the second seat S2, pushing the dose 33 from the top
downwards towards the rigid, cup-shaped container 2.
The action of the pushing element 26 therefore substan-
tially has, in this case, a dual purpose: a cleaning of the
second seat S2 and the detachment and therefore the
falling of the dose 33 of beverage from the second seat
S2 to the rigid, cup-shaped container 2.
[0233] Next, the pushing element 26 is again moved
towards the raised position, in such a way as to disen-
gage the second seat S2 which is moved, by the rotation
of the second rotating element 10, towards the transfer
substation ST2, so as to receive a new dose 33 of prod-
uct.
[0234] Preferably, the second rotating element 10, dur-
ing all the steps described above, is also driven substan-

tially continuously.
[0235] Alternatively, both the first rotating element 9
and the second rotating element 10 may be operated in
a step-like fashion. In the embodiment wherein the first
rotating element 9 and the second rotating element 10
are driven in a step-like fashion, the step of transferring
the dose 33 from the first seat S1 to the second seat S2
is performed with the first rotating element 9 and the sec-
ond rotating element 10 stationary.
[0236] After the release in the rigid, cup-shaped con-
tainer 2, the dose 33 inside the rigid cup-shaped contain-
er is moved, by the movement of the transport line 4,
towards successive stations, comprising for example, the
closing station SC (not described in detail).
[0237] It should be noted that the filling unit 1 according
to this invention is particularly simple in terms of con-
struction and at the same time is extremely flexible, and
can easily adapt to different types of products and cap-
sules.
[0238] Described below is a further embodiment of the
filling unit 1, as illustrated in Figure 18.
[0239] It should be noted that the filling unit 1 differs
from those described above in terms of the following as-
pects and which concern the release device 6. According
to this embodiment, the release device 6 comprises one
or more, for example a pair of, rotating elements (40a,
40b) rotating about respective axes of rotation (X4; X5)
and a casing 66.
[0240] The rotating element (40a, 40b) is equipped
with a shaft 67, extending along the axis of rotation (X4;
X5); advantageously, the casing 66 extends along the
same axis of rotation (X4; X5).
[0241] The shaft 67 be is also movable along the axis
of rotation (X4; X5).
[0242] The axis of rotation (X4; X5) is positioned an-
gularly inclined.
[0243] More specifically, the shaft 67 is movable rela-
tive to the casing 66 (defined below also as a tubular
wrapping 66).
[0244] The casing 66 is fixed to the frame 29 of the
machine 100 and forms an internal chamber for contain-
ing the product to be fed to the seats S1. The casing 66
can form the hopper 38, or it may be connected to the
latter.
[0245] It should be noted that the shaft 67 of the rotating
element (40a, 40b) is housed inside the casing 66, at the
product containment chamber.
[0246] The rotating element (40a, 40b), in particular
the shaft 67, is connected movably to the casing 66, that
is, to the tubular wrapping 66 (or, equally, to the frame
29), for moving (relative to the casing 66) along the axis
of rotation (X4; X5).
[0247] Preferably, the drive unit 61 of the rotating ele-
ment (40a, 40b) is also movable (relative to the casing
66) along the axis of rotation (X4; X5) of the rotating el-
ement (40a, 40b), as one with the shaft 67 of the rotating
element (40a, 40b).
[0248] For this reason, the drive unit 61 and the shaft
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67 are movable as one along the axis of rotation (X4; X5)
relative to the casing 66.
[0249] It should be noted that the filling device 6 also
comprises, according to this aspect, elastic means 60,
operatively connected to the casing 66 and to the rotating
element (40a, 40b).
[0250] Therefore, it should be noted that the elastic
means 60 are operatively interposed between the rotat-
ing element (40a, 40b) on one side and the casing 66 on
the other, so as to apply a return force on the rotating
element (40a, 40b).
[0251] It should also be noted that the elastic means
60 are configured to apply a return force on the rotating
element (40a, 40b), directed mainly along the axis of ro-
tation (X4; X5) towards the first end E1.
[0252] More specifically, as shown, the elastic means
60 are compressed following a movement of the first end
E1 of the rotating element (40a, 40b) away from the out-
feed 19 of the hopper 38 (shift upwards).
[0253] For this reason, the deformation (in particular
the compression) of the elastic means 60 as a result of
movement of the rotating element (40a, 40b) away from
the outfeed 19 of the hopper 38 (shift upwards) generates
a return force on the rotating element (40a, 40b), directed
along the axis of rotation (X4; X5) towards the outfeed
19 of the hopper 38.
[0254] More specifically, the return force applies a
pushing action on the rotating element (40a, 40b) direct-
ed towards the outfeed 19 of the hopper 38.
[0255] Preferably, the elastic means 60 comprise one
or more springs (60A, 60B), interposed between the cas-
ing 66 and the rotating element (40a, 40b).
[0256] More specifically, the spring(s) allow the shaft
67 of the rotating element (40a, 40b) to be connected to
the casing 66.
[0257] Still more specifically, the spring(s) allow the
shaft 67 and the drive unit 61 of the rotating element (40a,
40b) to be connected to the casing 66. As is shown in
Figure 18, the shaft 67 and the drive unit 61 of the rotating
element (40a, 40b) are integral with each other and dur-
ing their movement in an axial direction deform (com-
press) the springs (60A, 60B).
[0258] More specifically, the rotating element (40a,
40b) comprises a plate 62 fixed to the drive unit 61, which
is directly active on the springs (60A, 60B) and during
the movement of the shaft 67 - drive unit 61 deforms
(compresses) the springs (60A, 60B) in the direction of
the axis of rotation (X4; X5) of the rotating element (40a,
40b).
[0259] In the embodiment illustrated, each spring (60A,
60B) is positioned on the outside of a screw (63A, 63B)
which is fixed to the casing 66.
[0260] Preferably, each spring (60A, 60B) is mounted
on the screw (63A, 63B) so as to abut the head of the
screw (63A, 63B) at one end and the plate 62 at the other
end.
[0261] It should be noted that, advantageously, the as-
pect described above makes it possible to render uniform

the filling of the first seats S1.
[0262] It has been found that, in effect, in the absence
of the elastic means 60 and the possibility of moving the
rotating element (40a, 40b) along the axis of rotation (X4;
X5), the tip (first end E1) of the helical element forming
part of the rotating element (40a, 40b) is subjected to
variable pressures, in particular when operated at a con-
stant rotationally speed, due to a non-uniformity in the
density of the product between the different seats E1.
[0263] The fact of allowing the movement of the rotat-
ing element (40a, 40b) longitudinally, and of applying a
return force towards a position of equilibrium, allows the
creation of a flow of product with a constant pressure at
the outfeed from the casing 66, or equally, from the hop-
per 38. More specifically, it should be noted that if the
pressure on the first end E1 of the helical element of the
rotating element (40a, 40b) is greater than a predeter-
mined value (for example, on account of a product block-
age close to the outfeed), the rotating element (40a, 40b)
moves longitudinally along the axis of rotation (X4; X5)
and, consequently, the pressure applied by the rotating
element (40a, 40b) towards the outfeed 19 of the hopper
38 is reduced.
[0264] In this way, advantageously, the pressure ap-
plied by the rotating element (or rotating elements) (40a,
40b) on the product at the outfeed from the hopper 38 is
substantially rendered uniform.
[0265] The final technical effect is therefore that of fill-
ing the first seats S1 with the same quantity of product,
that is to say, reducing the variability regarding the quan-
tity of product inserted inside the various seats S1. Also
defined is a device for releasing product for infusion or
extraction beverages, comprising:

- a hopper 38 configured to form a chamber for con-
taining product for infusion or extraction beverages
having a casing 66 (or tubular wrapping 66),

- an element (40a, 40b) which rotates about an axis
of rotation (X4; X5) positioned inside the casing 66
and designed to be movable along the axis of rotation
(X4; X5);

- elastic means 60, operating on the rotating element
(40a, 40b) to apply a return force on the rotating el-
ement (40a, 40b), directed mainly along the axis of
rotation (X4; X5), to return the rotating element to a
predetermined position of equilibrium.

[0266] According to the invention, a method is also de-
fined for filling containing elements of single-use cap-
sules for extraction or infusion beverages. As stated
above, the term "containing elements" is deemed to
mean both rigid, cup-shaped containers 2, of the type
shown, and elements for filtration or retention of a dose
of product connected to a rigid container. The method
according to the invention comprises the following steps:

- moving a succession of containing elements (for ex-
ample, rigid, cup-shaped containers 2) along a first
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movement path P;
- rotating about a respective axis of rotation X4 at least

one first rotating element 40a to create a feeding flow
of product which intercepts a first containing seat S1
to be filled;

- releasing a predetermined dose 33 of product in the
first containing seat S1 movable along a second
movement path P1 in a region R1 for forming the
dose 33;

- moving the first containing seat S1 from the region
R1 for forming the dose 33 to a transfer region R2;

- transferring at the transfer region R2 the dose 33 of
product from the first containing seat S1 to a second
containing seat S2;

- moving the second containing seat S2 from the
transfer region R2 to a release region R3 along a
third movement path P2;

- transferring, at the release region R3, the dose 33
of product from the second containing seat S2 to a
containing element 2 (for example, a rigid, cup-
shaped container 2) advancing along the first move-
ment path P.

[0267] According to the method, the step of moving a
succession of containing elements along a first move-
ment path P preferably comprises moving the containing
elements along a first path P which is a closed loop lying
on a horizontal plane.
[0268] Preferably, the succession of containing ele-
ments are moved with continuous motion.
[0269] Moreover, the step of moving the first containing
seat S1 of the product towards the transfer region R2
comprises a rotation of the first seat S1 about a first ver-
tical axis X1.
[0270] According to another aspect, the step of moving
the second containing seat S2 of the product from the
transfer region R2 to the release region R3 comprises a
rotation of the second seat S2 about a second vertical
axis X2.
[0271] According to yet another aspect, in the step of
transferring the dose 33 of product from the first seat S1
to the second seat S2, the second seat S2 and the first
seat S1 are superposed (positioned at different heights).
Preferably, in the step of transferring the dose 33 of prod-
uct from the first seat S1 to the second seat S2, the sec-
ond seat S2 is positioned above the first seat S1.
[0272] Preferably, the step of transferring the dose of
beverage from the first seat S1 to the second seat S2
comprises a step of pushing (preferably using a piston
13) the dose 33 from the first seat S1 to the second seat
S2. Preferably, the pushing step comprises pushing the
dose 33 from the bottom upwards.
[0273] According to another aspect, during the step of
moving the first seat S1 from forming region R1 to the
transfer region R2, the method comprises a step of com-
pacting the dose 33 inside the first seat S1.
[0274] Preferably, the compacting step comprises

pushing (preferably using a piston 13) the dose 33
against a compacting element 28 preferably comprising
a fixed compacting disk 23, which is rotatable in an idle
fashion or rotatable in a motorised fashion about a vertical
axis.
[0275] According to another aspect of the invention,
the method comprises rotating about a respective further
axis of rotation X5 a further second rotating element 40a
to create a recycle flow of product from an exit zone of
the region R1 for forming the dose 33 to an internal zone
of the same region R1 for forming the dose 33, where
the first rotating element 40a is positioned.
[0276] The method described above is particularly sim-
ple and allows the creation of a dose 33 of product and
the filling in a fast and reliable manner of a containing
element, such as a rigid, cup-shaped container 2, of a
single-use capsule 3 for extraction or infusion beverages
with the dose 33 of product.

Claims

1. A filling unit for filling containing elements (2) of sin-
gle-use capsules (3) with a dose (33) of product for
extraction or infusion beverages, comprising:

- a line (4) for transporting the containing ele-
ments (2) extending along a first movement path
(P) and provided with a plurality of supporting
seats (5) for the containing elements (2) ar-
ranged in succession along the first movement
path (P);
- a station (SR) for filling the above-mentioned
containing elements (2) with a dose (33) of prod-
uct; wherein the filling station (SR) comprises:

- at least one first containing seat (S1) de-
signed to receive a dose (33) of product and
movable along a second movement path
(P1);
- a substation (ST1) for forming the dose
(33) within the at least one first containing
seat (S1) arranged at a region (R1) for form-
ing the dose and provided with a device (6)
for releasing within the at least one first con-
taining seat (S1) a predetermined quantity
of product which defines the dose (33), the
release device (6) comprising a hopper (38)
and at least one first rotating element (40a)
configured for rotating about a respective
axis of rotation (X4) stationary with respect
to the hopper (38), to create a feeding flow
of product that intercepts the at least one
first containing seat (S1) and to release the
product within the at least one first contain-
ing seat (S1);
- at least one second containing seat (S2)
designed to receive the dose (33) of product
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from the at least one first containing seat
(S1) and movable along a third movement
path (P2) to convey the dose along said
third movement path (P2) ;

characterised in that the filling station (SR) fur-
ther comprises:

- a substation (ST2) for transferring the dose
(33) of product from the at least one first
containing seat (S1) to the at least one sec-
ond containing seat (S2);
- devices (7) for moving the at least one first
containing seat (S1) between the forming
substation (ST1) and the transfer substation
(ST2) and vice versa;
- a substation (ST3) for releasing the dose
(33) of product from the at least one second
containing seat (S2) to a containing element
(2) transported by the transport line (4);
- further moving devices (8) for moving the
at least one second containing seat (S2) be-
tween the transfer substation (ST2) and the
release substation (ST3), and vice versa.

2. The filling unit according to the preceding claim,
wherein the at least one first rotating element (40a)
comprises an element (41a) having a helicoidal pro-
file with a first end and a second end, the feeding
flow of product going from the second to the first end,
and the product being released inside the at least
one first containing seat (S1) at the first end.

3. The filling unit according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the release device (6) further com-
prises a second rotating element (40b) configured
for rotating about a respective further axis of rotation
(X5) stationary with respect to the hopper (38), to
create a recycle flow of product.

4. The filling unit according to claim 3, wherein the sec-
ond rotating element (40b) is positioned above the
first rotating element (40a).

5. The filling unit according to any one of claims 6 to-
4, wherein the axis of rotation (X4) of the first rotating
element (40a) and the further axis of rotation (X5) of
the second rotating element (40b) are horizontal.

6. The filling unit according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the devices (7) for moving the at
least one first containing seat (S1) comprise a first
element (9) rotating about a first axis (X1) of rotation
which is substantially vertical, on which is connected
the at least one first containing seat (S1) to be rotated
about the first axis (X1) of rotation.

7. The filling unit according to any one of the preceding

claims, wherein the further devices (8) for moving
the at least one second containing seat (S2) com-
prise a second element (10) rotating about a second
axis (X2) of rotation which is substantially vertical,
on which is connected the at least one second con-
taining seat (S2) to be rotated about the second axis
(X2) of rotation.

8. The filling unit according to the preceding claim,
wherein the second containing seats (S2) are con-
nected to the second rotating element (10) so as to
be movable at least radially relative to the second
rotating element (10).

9. The filling unit according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the at least one first containing seat
(S1) is defined by lateral walls of a cavity (18) and
by a bottom wall (F), the filling unit comprising, for
each first containing seat (S1):

- a piston (13) movable between a lower position
where it defines the bottom wall (F) of the at least
one first containing seat (S1) and an upper po-
sition where it closes the top of the cavity (18);
- means (14) for moving the piston (13), for mov-
ing the piston (13) between the lower and upper
positions, wherein the moving means (14) for
moving the piston (13) are designed to move the
piston (13) from the upper position to the lower
position at an entry zone of the dose forming
region (R1), and to position the piston (13) in a
dosing position, arranged between the lower po-
sition and the upper position, at an exit zone of
the dose forming region (R1), to define the dose
(33) in cooperation with a scraper element (22)
of the release device (6).

10. The filling unit according to claim 15, comprising a
checking and control unit (15), connected to the
means (14) for moving the piston (13) and configured
for moving the piston (13) to the upper position at
the dose transfer substation (ST2), so as to transfer
the dose (33) from the at least one first containing
seat (S1) to the at least one second containing seat
(S2).

11. The filling unit according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the release device (6) comprises at
least one rotating element (40a, 40b) and a casing
(66) which defines a chamber for containing the
product, the at least one rotating element (40a, 40b)
comprising a shaft (67) housed inside the casing (66)
and configured to rotate about a respective axis of
rotation (X4; X5) and movable along the respective
axis of rotation (X4; X5) relative to the casing (66).

12. The filling unit according to the preceding claim, fur-
ther comprising elastic means (60) acting on the ro-
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tating element (40a; 40b) and on the casing (66) and
configured for applying a return force on the rotating
element (40a; 40b), directed mainly along the re-
spective axis of rotation (X4; X5), as a result of a
movement of the rotating element (40a; 40b) relative
to the casing (66).

13. A method for filling containing elements (2) of single-
use capsules (3) for extraction or infusion beverages
with a dose (33) of product, the method being char-
acterised in that it comprises the following steps:

- moving a succession of containing elements
(2) along a first movement path (P);
- rotating about a respective axis of rotation (X4)
at least one first rotating element (40a) to create
a feeding flow of product which intercepts a first
containing seat (S1) to be filled;
- releasing a dose (33) of product in the first con-
taining seat (S1) movable along a second move-
ment path (P1) in a region (R1) for forming the
dose;
- moving the first containing seat (S1) from the
dose forming region (R1) to a dose transfer re-
gion (R2);
- transferring, at the dose transfer region (R2),
the dose (33) of product from the first containing
seat (S1) to a second containing seat (S2) mov-
able along a third movement path (P2);
- moving the second containing seat (S2) con-
taining the dose from the dose transfer region
(R2) to a dose release region (R3),
- transferring, at the dose release region (R3),
the dose (33) of product from the second con-
taining seat (S2) to a containing element (2) ad-
vancing along the first movement path (P) and
positioned at the dose release region (R3).

14. The method according to claim 13, wherein the step
of moving the first containing seat (S1) from the dose
forming region (R1) to a dose transfer region (R2)
comprises a rotation of the first containing seat (S1)
about a first rotation axis (X1), substantially vertical,
and wherein the step of moving the second contain-
ing seat (S2) from the dose transfer region (R2) to a
dose release region (R3) comprises a rotation of the
second containing seat (S2) about a second rotation
axis (X2), substantially vertical.

15. The method according to any one of claims 13 to 14,
wherein in the step of transferring the dose (33) of
product from the first containing seat (S1) to a second
containing seat (S2), the second containing seat (S2)
and the first containing seat (S1) are superposed,
positioned at different heights, and the step of trans-
ferring the dose (33) of product from the first con-
taining seat (S1) to a second containing seat (S2)
comprises a step of pushing the dose (33) from the

first containing seat (S1) to the second containing
seat (S2).

16. The method according to any one of claims 13 to 15,
comprising rotating about a respective further axis
of rotation (X5) a further second rotating element
(40b) to create a recycle flow of product from an exit
zone of the dose forming region (R1) to an internal
zone of the same dose forming region (R1), where
the first rotating element (40a) is positioned.

Patentansprüche

1. Fülleinheit zum Füllen von Behälterelementen (2)
von Einwegkapseln (3) mit einer Dosis (33) eines
Produkts für Extraktions- oder Aufgussgetränke,
umfassend:

- eine Anlage (4) zum Transportieren der Behäl-
terelemente (2), sich erstreckend entlang eines
ersten Bewegungswegs (P) und versehen mit
einer Vielzahl an Halterungsaufnahmen (5) für
die Behälterelemente (2), nacheinander ange-
ordnet entlang des ersten Bewegungswegs (P);
- eine Station (SR) zum Füllen der Behälterele-
mente (2) mit einer Produktdosis (33),

wobei die Füllstation (SR) umfasst:

- mindestens eine erste Behälteraufnahme (S1),
ausgelegt, um eine Produktdosis (33) aufzuneh-
men und bewegbar entlang eines zweiten Be-
wegungswegs (P1*);
- eine Unterstation (ST1) zum Formen der Dosis
(33) in der mindestens einen ersten Behälter-
aufnahme (S1), angeordnet an einer Region
(R1) zum Formen der Dosis und versehen mit
einer Vorrichtung (6) zur Freigabe in der min-
destens einen Behälteraufnahme (S1) einer vor-
gegebenen Produktmenge, die die Dosis (33)
definiert, wobei die Freigabevorrichtung (6) ei-
nen Trichter (38) und mindestens ein erstes Ro-
tationselement (40a) umfasst, ausgelegt, um
sich um eine jeweilige Rotationsachse (X4) sta-
tionär zum Trichter (38) zu drehen, um einen
Produktzuführungsstrom zu erzeugen, der die
mindestens eine erste Behälteraufnahme (S1)
abfängt, und um das Produkt in der mindestens
einen ersten Behälteraufnahme (S1) freizuge-
ben;
- mindestens eine zweite Behälteraufnahme
(S2), ausgelegt, um die Produktdosis (33) von
der mindestens einen ersten Behälteraufnahme
(S1) aufzunehmen, und bewegbar entlang eines
dritten Bewegungswegs (P2), um die Dosis ent-
lang des dritten Bewegungswegs (P2) zu för-
dern,
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dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Füllstation
(SR) zudem umfasst:

- eine Unterstation (ST2) zum Transferieren der
Produktdosis (33) von der mindestens einen
ersten Behälteraufnahme (S1) zur mindestens
einen zweiten Behälteraufnahme (S2);
- Vorrichtungen (7) zum Bewegen der mindes-
tens einen ersten Behälteraufnahme (S1) zwi-
schen der Formungsunterstation (ST1) und der
Transferunterstation (ST2) und umgekehrt;
- eine Unterstation (ST3) zum Freigeben der
Produktdosis (33) von der mindestens einen
zweiten Behälteraufnahme (S2) zu einem von
der Transportanlage (4) transportierten Behäl-
terelement (2);
- weitere Vorrichtungen (8) zum Bewegen der
mindestens einen zweiten Behälteraufnahme
(S2) zwischen der Transferunterstation (ST2)
und der Freigabestation (ST3) und umgekehrt.

2. Fülleinheit nach dem vorhergehenden Anspruch,
wobei das mindestens eine erste Rotationselement
(40a) ein Element (41a) umfasst, das ein schrauben-
förmiges Profil mit einem ersten Ende und einem
zweiten Ende aufweist, wobei der Produktzufüh-
rungsstrom vom zweiten zum ersten Ende gerichtet
ist und wobei das Produkt in der mindestens einen
ersten Behälteraufnahme (S1) am ersten Ende frei-
gegeben wird.

3. Fülleinheit nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die Freigabevorrichtung (6) zudem ein
zweites Rotationselement (40b) umfasst, ausgelegt,
um sich um eine jeweilige weitere Rotationsachse
(X5) stationär zum Trichter (38) zu drehen, um einen
Produktrückführungsstrom zu erzeugen.

4. Fülleinheit nach Anspruch 3, wobei das zweite Ro-
tationselement (40b) über dem ersten Rotationsele-
ment (40a) positioniert ist.

5. Fülleinheit nach einem der Ansprüche 3 bis 4, wobei
die Rotationsachse (X4) des ersten Rotationsele-
ments (40a) und die weitere Rotationsachse (X5)
des zweiten Rotationselements (40b) horizontal ver-
laufen.

6. Fülleinheit nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die Vorrichtungen (7) zum Bewegen der
mindestens einen ersten Behälteraufnahme (S1) ein
erstes Element (9) umfassen, das sich um eine erste
Rotationsachse (X1) dreht, die im Wesentlichen ver-
tikal verläuft, an das die mindestens eine erste Be-
hälteraufnahme (S1) angeschlossen ist, um um die
erste Rotationsachse (X1) gedreht zu werden.

7. Fülleinheit nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-

che, wobei die weiteren Vorrichtungen (8) zum Be-
wegen der mindestens einen zweiten Behälterauf-
nahme (S2) ein zweites Element (10) umfassen, das
sich um eine zweite Rotationsachse (X2) dreht, die
im Wesentlichen vertikal verläuft, an das die mindes-
tens eine zweite Behälteraufnahme (S2) ange-
schlossen ist, um um die zweite Rotationsachse (X2)
gedreht zu werden.

8. Fülleinheit nach dem vorhergehenden Anspruch,
wobei die zweiten Behälteraufnahmen (S2) mit dem
zweiten Rotationselement (10) verbunden sind, so-
dass sie mindestens radial relativ zum zweiten Ro-
tationselement (10) bewegbar sind.

9. Fülleinheit nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die mindestens eine erste Behälterauf-
nahme (S1) durch Seitenwände eines Hohlraums
(18) und durch eine Bodenwand (F) definiert ist, wo-
bei die Fülleinheit für eine jede erste Behälterauf-
nahme (S1) umfasst:

- einen Kolben (13), der zwischen einer unteren
Position, in der er die Bodenwand (F) der min-
destens einen ersten Behälteraufnahme (S1)
definiert, und einer oberen Position, in der er die
Oberseite des Hohlraums (18) verschließt, be-
wegbar ist;
- Mittel (14) zum Bewegen des Kolbens (13), um
den Kolben (13) zwischen der unteren und der
oberen Position zu bewegen, wobei die Bewe-
gungsmittel (14) zum Bewegen des Kolbens
(13) ausgestaltet sind, um den Kolben (13) von
der oberen Position in die untere Position an ei-
nem Eingangsbereich der Dosisformungsregi-
on (R1) zu bewegen, und um den Kolben (13)
in einer Dosierungsposition zu positionieren, an-
geordnet zwischen der unteren Position und der
oberen Position, und an einem Ausgangsbe-
reich der Dosisformungsregion (R1), um die Do-
sis (33) in Zusammenarbeit mit einem Schaber-
element (22) der Freigabevorrichtung (6) zu de-
finieren.

10. Füllstation nach Anspruch 15, umfassend eine Prüf-
und Kontrolleinheit (15), verbunden mit den Mitteln
(14) zum Bewegen des Kolbens (13) und ausgelegt,
um den Kolben (13) zur oberen Position an der Do-
sistransferunterstation (ST2) zu bewegen, sodass
die Dosis (33) von der mindestens einen ersten Be-
hälteraufnahme (S1) zur mindestens einen zweiten
Behälteraufnahme (S2) transferiert wird.

11. Fülleinheit nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die Freigabevorrichtung (6) mindestens
ein Rotationselement (40a, 40b) und ein Gehäuse
(66) umfasst, das eine Kammer zum Enthalten des
Produkts definiert, wobei das mindestens eine Ro-
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tationselement (40a, 40b) eine Welle (67) umfasst,
die im Gehäuse (66) untergebracht und ausgelegt
ist, um sich um eine jeweilige Rotationsachse (X4;
X5) zu drehen, bewegbar entlang der jeweiligen Ro-
tationsachse (X4; X5) relativ zum Gehäuse (66).

12. Fülleinheit nach dem vorhergehenden Anspruch, zu-
dem umfassend elastische Mittel (60), wirkend auf
das Rotationselement (40a; 40b) und auf das Ge-
häuse (66) und ausgelegt, um eine Rückkopplungs-
kraft auf das Rotationselement (40a; 40b) anzuwen-
den, gerichtet hauptsächlich entlang der jeweiligen
Rotationsachse (X4; X5), aufgrund einer Bewegung
des Rotationselements (40a; 40b) relativ zum Ge-
häuse (66).

13. Verfahren zum Füllen von Behälterelementen (2)
von Einwegkapseln (3) für Extraktions- oder Auf-
gussgetränke mit einer Produktdosis (33), wobei das
Verfahren dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass es
die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

- Bewegen einer Abfolge von Behälterelemen-
ten (2) entlang eines ersten Bewegungswegs
(P);
- Drehen von mindestens einem Rotationsele-
ment (40a) um eine jeweilige Rotationsachse
(X4), um einen Produktzuführungsstrom zu er-
zeugen, der eine erste, zu füllende Behälterauf-
nahme (S1) abfängt;
- Freigeben einer Produktdosis (33) in die erste
Behälteraufnahme (S1), bewegbar entlang ei-
nes zweiten Bewegungswegs (P1) in einer Re-
gion (R1) zum Formen der Dosis;
- Bewegen der ersten Behälteraufnahme (S1)
von der Dosisformungsregion (R1) zu einer Do-
sistransferregion (R2);
- Transferieren der Produktdosis (33) aus der
ersten Behälteraufnahme (S1) an der Dosis-
transferregion (R2) zu einer zweiten Behälter-
aufnahme (S2), bewegbar entlang eines dritten
Bewegungswegs (P2);
- Bewegen der zweiten Behälteraufnahme (S2),
enthaltend die Dosis, von der Dosistransferre-
gion (R2) zu einer Dosisfreigaberegion (R3);
- Transferieren der Produktdosis (33) aus der
zweiten Behälteraufnahme (S2) an der Dosis-
freigaberegion (R3) zu einem Behälterelement
(2), das entlang des ersten Bewegungswegs (P)
vorgeschoben wird und an der Dosisfreigabere-
gion (R3) positioniert ist.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, wobei der Schritt zum
Bewegen der ersten Behälteraufnahme (S1) von der
Dosisformungsregion (R1) zu einer Dosistransferre-
gion (R2) eine Drehung der ersten Behälteraufnah-
me (S1) um eine erste Rotationsachse (X1), im We-
sentlichen vertikal, umfasst, und wobei der Schritt

zum Bewegen der zweiten Behälteraufnahme (S2)
von der Dosistransferregion (R2) zur Dosisfreigabe-
region (R3) eine Drehung der zweiten Behälterauf-
nahme (S2) um eine zweite Rotationsachse (X2), im
Wesentlichen vertikal, umfasst.

15. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 13 bis 14, wo-
bei die zweite Behälteraufnahme (S2) und die erste
Behälteraufnahme (S1) beim Schritt zum Transfe-
rieren der Produktdosis (33) von der ersten Behäl-
teraufnahme (S1) zur zweiten Behälteraufnahme
(S2) übereinander angeordnet sind, positioniert auf
verschiedenen Höhen, und wobei der Schritt zum
Transferieren der Produktdosis (33) von der ersten
Behälteraufnahme (S1) zur einer zweiten Behälter-
aufnahme (S2) einen Schritt zum Schieben der Do-
sis (33) von der ersten Behälteraufnahme (S1) zur
zweiten Behälteraufnahme (S2) umfasst.

16. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 13 bis 15, um-
fassend das Drehen eines weiteren zweiten Rotati-
onselements (40b) um eine jeweilige weitere Rota-
tionsachse (X5), um einen Rückführungsstrom des
Produkts von einem Ausgangsbereich der Dosisfor-
mungsregion (R1) zu einem Innenbereich der Do-
sisformungsregion (R1) zu erzeugen, in dem das
erste Rotationselement (40a) positioniert ist.

Revendications

1. Unité de remplissage servant à remplir des éléments
de contenance (2) de capsules à usage unique (3)
avec une dose (33) de produit pour des boissons par
extraction ou par infusion, comprenant:

- une ligne (4), servant à transporter les élé-
ments de contenance (2), se prolongeant le long
d’un premier parcours de déplacement (P) et
pourvue d’une pluralité de sièges de support (5)
pour les éléments de contenance (2), disposés,
les uns à la suite des autres, le long du premier
parcours de déplacement (P);
- un poste (SR) servant à remplir les éléments
de contenance (2) susmentionnés avec une do-
se (33) de produit ;

dans lequel le poste de remplissage (SR) comprend:

- au moins un premier siège de contenance (S1)
conçu pour recevoir une dose (33) de produit et
mobile le long d’un second parcours de dépla-
cement (P1);
- un sous-poste (ST1) pour former la dose (33)
dans au moins un premier siège de contenance
(S1) disposé dans une zone (R1) pour la forma-
tion de la dose et muni d’un dispositif (6) pour
délivrer dans l’au moins un premier siège de
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contenance (S1) une quantité prédéterminée de
produit qui définit la dose (33), le dispositif de
délivrance (6) comprenant une trémie (38) et au
moins un premier élément rotatif (40a), configu-
ré pour tourner autour d’un axe de rotation (X4)
stationnaire par rapport à la trémie (38), pour
créer un flux d’alimentation du produit qui inter-
cepte l’au moins un premier siège de contenan-
ce (S1) et pour délivrer le produit dans l’au moins
un premier siège de contenance (S1);
- au moins un second siège de contenance (S2)
conçu pour recevoir la dose (33) de produit de
l’au moins un premier siège de contenance (S1)
et mobile le long d’un troisième parcours de dé-
placement (P2) pour convoyer la dose le long
dudit troisième parcours de déplacement (P2)

caractérisée en ce que ledit poste de remplissage
(SR) comprend en outre:

- un sous-poste (ST2) servant à transférer la do-
se (33) de produit de l’au moins un premier siège
de contenance (S1) à l’au moins un second siè-
ge de contenance (S2) ;
- des dispositifs (7) servant à déplacer l’au moins
un premier siège de contenance (S1) entre le
sous-poste de formation (ST1) et le sous-poste
de transfert (ST2) et vice versa;
- un sous-poste (ST3) servant à libérer la dose
(33) de produit de l’au moins un second siège
de contenance (S2) à un élément de contenance
(2) transporté par la ligne de transport (4) ;
- des dispositifs de déplacement supplémentai-
res (8) servant à déplacer l’au moins un premier
siège de contenance (S2) entre le sous-poste
de formation (ST2) et le sous-poste de transfert
(ST3) et vice versa.

2. Unité de remplissage selon la revendication précé-
dente, dans laquelle l’au moins un premier élément
rotatif (40a) comprend un élément (41a) ayant un
profil hélicoïdal avec une première et une seconde
extrémité, le débit d’alimentation de produit allant de
la seconde à la première extrémité et le produit étant
libéré à l’intérieur de l’au moins un première siège
de contenance (S1) au niveau de la première extré-
mité.

3. Unité de remplissage selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans laquelle le dispo-
sitif de distribution (6) comprend en outre un second
élément rotatif (40b) configuré pour tourner autour
d’un axe de rotation supplémentaire respectif (X5)
stationnaire par rapport à la trémie (38), pour créer
un flux de recyclage du produit.

4. Unité de remplissage selon la revendication 3, dans
laquelle le second élément rotatif (40b) est placé au-

dessus du premier élément rotatif (40a).

5. Unité de remplissage selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 3 à 4, dans laquelle l’axe de rotation
(X4) du premier élément rotatif (40a) et l’autre axe
de rotation (X5) du second élément rotatif (40b) sont
horizontaux.

6. Unité de remplissage selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans laquelle les dis-
positifs (7) servant à déplacer l’au moins un premier
siège de contenance (S1) comprennent un premier
élément (9) tournant autour d’un premier axe (X1)
de rotation qui est substantiellement vertical, sur le-
quel est relié l’au moins un premier siège de conte-
nance (S1) devant pivoter autour du premier axe
(X1) de rotation.

7. Unité de remplissage selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans laquelle les dis-
positifs supplémentaires (8) servant à déplacer l’au
moins un second siège de contenance (S2) com-
prennent un second élément (10) tournant autour
d’un second axe (X2) de rotation qui est substantiel-
lement vertical, sur lequel est relié l’au moins un se-
cond siège de contenance (S2) devant pivoter autour
du second axe (X2) de rotation.

8. Unité de remplissage selon la revendication précé-
dente, dans laquelle les seconds sièges de conte-
nance (S2) sont reliés au second élément rotatif (10)
afin d’être mobile au moins radialement par rapport
au second élément de rotation (10).

9. Unité de remplissage selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans laquelle l’au
moins un premier siège de contenance (S1) est dé-
fini par des parois latérales d’une cavité (18) et par
une paroi de fond (F), l’unité de remplissage com-
prenant, pour chaque premier siège de contenance
(S1) :

- un piston (13) mobile entre une position infé-
rieure où il définit la paroi du fond (F) de l’au
moins un premier siège de contenance (S1) et
une position supérieure où il ferme le sommet
de la cavité (18) ;
- des moyens (14) pour déplacer le piston (13),
pour déplacer le piston (13) entre les positions
supérieures et inférieures, dans laquelle les
moyens mobiles (14) pour déplacer le piston
(13) sont conçus pour déplacer le piston (13) de
la position supérieure à la position inférieure à
une zone d’entrée de la région de formation de
la dose (R1) et pour placer le piston (13) en po-
sition de dosage, disposé entre la position infé-
rieure et la position supérieure, à une zone de
sortie de la région de formation de la dose (R1),
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pour définir la dose (33) en collaboration avec
un élément grattoir (22) du dispositif de distribu-
tion (6).

10. Unité de remplissage selon la revendication 15, com-
prenant une unité de commande et de contrôle (15),
reliée aux moyens (14) de déplacement du piston
(13) et configurée pour déplacer le piston (13) de la
position inférieure à la position supérieure en cor-
respondance du sous-poste de transfert de dose
(ST2) de manière à transférer la dose (33) de l’au
moins un premier siège de contenance (S1) à l’au
moins un second siège de contenance (S2).

11. Unité de remplissage selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans laquelle le dispo-
sitif de distribution (6) comprend au moins un élé-
ment rotatif (40a, 40b) et un boîtier (66) qui définit
une chambre pour contenir le produit, l’au moins un
élément rotatif (40a, 40b) comprenant un arbre (67)
logé dans le boîtier (66) et configuré pour tourner
autour d’un axe de rotation (X4 ; X5) et mobile le
long de l’axe de rotation respectif (X4 ; X5) par rap-
port au boîtier (66).

12. Unité de remplissage selon la revendication précé-
dente, comprenant en outre des moyens élastiques
(60) agissant sur l’élément rotatif (40a, 40b) et sur
le boîtier (66) et configurés pour l’application d’une
force de retour sur l’élément rotatif (40a, 40b), dirigée
principalement le long de l’axe de rotation respectif
(X4 ; X5), par suite d’un mouvement de l’élément
rotatif (40a, 40b) par rapport au boîtier (66).

13. Procédé de remplissage d’éléments de contenance
(2) de capsules à usage unique (3) pour des boisons
par extraction ou par infusion avec une dose (33) de
produit, le procédé étant caractérisé en ce qu’il
comprend les étapes suivantes:

- déplacement d’une succession d’éléments de
contenance (2) le long d’un premier parcours de
déplacement (P) ;
- rotation autour d’un axe de rotation respectif
(X4) d’au moins un premier élément rotatif (40a)
pour créer un flux d’alimentation du produit qui
intercepte un premier siège de contenance (S1)
à remplir ;
- délivrance d’une dose (33) de produit dans le
premier siège de contenance (S1) mobile le long
d’un second parcours de déplacement (P1)
dans une zone (R1) de formation de la dose ;
- déplacement du premier siège de contenance
(S1) de la zone de formation de la dose (R1)
vers une zone de transfert de dose (R2) ;
- transfert, à la zone de transfert de dose (R2),
de la dose (33) de produit du premier siège de
contenance (S1) vers un second siège de con-

tenance (S2) déplaçable le long d’un troisième
parcours de déplacement (P2) ;
- déplacement du second siège de contenance
(S2) contenant la dose de la zone de transfert
de la dose (R2) vers une zone de délivrance de
dose (R3) ;
- transfert, au niveau de la zone de délivrance
de dose (R3), de la dose (33) de produit du se-
cond siège de contenance (S2) vers un élément
de contenance (2) avançant le long du premier
parcours de déplacement (P) et placé au niveau
de la zone de délivrance de dose (R3).

14. Procédé selon la revendication 13, dans lequel l’éta-
pe de déplacement du premier siège de contenance
(S1) de la zone de formation de la dose (R1) à une
zone de transfert de dose (R2) comprend une rota-
tion du premier siège de contenance (S1) autour d’un
premier axe de rotation (X1), substantiellement ver-
tical, et dans lequel l’étape de déplacement du se-
cond siège de contenance (S2) de la zone de trans-
fert de dose (R2) vers une zone de délivrance de la
dose (R3) comprend une rotation du second siège
de contenance (S2) autour d’un second axe de ro-
tation (X2), substantiellement vertical.

15. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
de 13 à 14, dans lequel, dans l’étape consistant à
transférer la dose (33) de produit du premier siège
de contenance (S1) à un second siège de contenan-
ce (S2), le second siège de contenance (S2) et le
premier siège de contenance (S1) sont superposés,
placés à des hauteurs différentes, et l’étape consis-
tant à transférer la dose (33) de produit du premier
siège de contenance (S1) à un second siège de con-
tenance (S2) comprend une étape consistant à
pousser la dose (33) du premier siège de contenan-
ce (S1) au second siège de contenance (S2).

16. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
13 à 15, comprenant une rotation autour d’un axe
de rotation respectif (X5) d’un autre second élément
rotatif (40b) pour créer un flux de recyclage du pro-
duit provenant d’une zone de sortie de la zone de
formation de la dose (R1) à une zone interne de la
même région de formation de la dose (R1), où le
premier élément rotatif (40a) est situé.
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